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ITALY
Interviewees

Useful materials

Youth lawyers: 7
Other professionals: 4
1 juvenile judge
1 social worker
2 academics
Children and youths: 25 (16 girls and 6 boys in prison + 1 girl and 2 boys in probation)
+ Department of Juvenile and Community Justice of the Ministry of Justice (DJCJ)
Protocol of Milan (see below)

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
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EU Soft Law Instruments

ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Good practice: although they are mentioned more in specialized literature than in the
everyday practise of the juvenile proceedings, the Ministry of Justice, in collaboration
with other ministries and NGOs, has developed several informative campaigns and
dissemination activities with the purpose to spread the fundamental principles at the
basis of these instruments.
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Constitution (right of defence/right to protection of youth/ right of legal aid)
CriminalCode / CC
Criminal Procedure Code / CPC
D.P.R. 448/88 that integrates the CPC referring in particular to minors involved in a proceeding
Other minor legislative provisions (on free legal aid system and on detainees’ and prison
populations’ rights)
14 years
Before 14 years , child is not chargeable: security or administrative measures.
Between 14 and18 years, chargeable if ability of discernment (Criminal code).
*If doubt about age of minority: judicial expertise (even assessment on personality). If still doubt:
presumption of minority.
Yes
Max. two lawyers per person (CPC).
Yes (CPC)
Choice of lawyer (trusted lawyer)
If no lawyer ➔ court appointed-lawyer.
Appointed among the members of the national list (lawyers with a special training in juvenile
law).
Legal aid defence – foreseen by the CPC and by the D.P.R. 448/88.
Foreign minors ➔ Art. 16 Law n. 47/2017 on protection measures for the unaccompanied foreign
minors, in force since 6 may 2017: the foreign unaccompanied minor, involved in a proceeding, has
the right to be informed of his/her right to appoint a trusted lawyer by the guardian or the person
with the parental responsibility and the right to benefit from the free legal aid system in any stage
of the proceeding.
Copy of a written notice (comprehensible language) – not specifically drafted for children
m By the police, social service or first reception centre;
m By the juvenile judge;
m By the lawyer.
In practice: police officers do not always provide information or do not communicate it properly
according to the child’s situation and interests.
Yes (no specific rules for minors)
Observation: lack of quality/not for court-appointed lawyers/not guaranteed at the police-stage.
Yes (cfr. DPR 115/2002)
Need to be asked to any competent judge/ if refused ➔ appeal is possible.
List of lawyers for legal aid (at the local bar association of the competent Court of Appeal District).
Fees of the lawyers – anticipated by the Treasury often with great delay.
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Free legal aid for minors
For the court-appointed lawyers (paid by the State* >< for adults), the child or his/her family do
not need to apply for the free legal aid because it is automatically anticipated by the State Vs for
the trusted lawyers (chosen always in the list of the LBA, requires application).
Problems regarding the remuneration of youth lawyers in the legal aid system: delays and even
non-payment.
Effectiveness and quality of the system can be questioned (Good practice: Protocol of Milan ➔
effectiveness of the liquidation).
* If during the proceedings, the child becomes an adult, for the activities done after that, there
must be an admission to legal aid or the person/family has to pay even if there is still a courtappointed lawyer.
Youth lawyer

Role and mandate
Role: defend the minor + explain the content (social and ethical reasons of the acts of the process)
+ encourage the active participation of the child.
Mandated by the child.
Choice of the lawyer
Children have the right to choose a trusted lawyer (in practice: the legal guardian or subjects
who have his/her parental responsibility make this choice for the child).
The court-appointed lawyer is chosen from a list.
➔ Right to change lawyer.
Specialized training
Yes BUT compulsory only for the court-appointed lawyers (list of lawyers at each local bar
association)*/no penalty if the court-appointed lawyer is not provided with specialized training.
A youth lawyer to be on the list of the court-appointed lawyers must show evidence,
alternatively, of having been practicing, not occasionally, before the juvenile courts or of
having attended specialized courses in matters related to juvenile law and to problems of
children and adolescents.
Practice: problem – no content defined/fields mentioned in the law (Decree DPR)/ nothing at the
national level/ quality varies.
Continuous professional training: depend on each bar association.
No juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.

Best interest of the child

* not required for trusted lawyer.
Yes
Best interest of the child should be defended by the lawyer (determined through a multidisciplinary
process).
Good practice: Burning Times Project (in the territory of Monza, Milan) ➔ project of
experimentation of premature «probation» (good way to prevent damages on children
that can be caused by lengthy of proceedings).
Conflict of interest with parents: the lawyer which becomes unfaithful to the mandate should
be replaced.
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Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations
Good practices
Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

Based on trust: not always easy to establish.
Importance of the sensitivity and skills of the lawyer and of the listening attitude.
First contact
Trusted or court-appointed lawyers ➔ before the first interrogation, at the first hearing or in
prison.
Normally the first contact with the court-appointed lawyer takes place at the first hearing.
Communication and meetings
There is a difference between trusted or appointed lawyer (the court-appointed lawyer often does
not meet the minor or, in general, the first meeting takes place at the police/court hearing directly).
Means of communication: primarily by phone.
Change lawyer
Yes (whether trusted or court-appointed)
No specific legislative mechanism to complain (disciplinary action by the Bar Association or
control by the judge).
Connection role between parents and institutes: the presence of parents in the process is a
fundamental element required by law and highly considered by the courts.
Lawyers must allow parents an effective participation to the proceedings if it’s not detrimental
for the child.
The Italian system supports the cooperation with all the actors BUT there is an accentuation of
the role of the judge, while the lawyer has taken a marginal role.
+
The P.D.R. 488/1988 does not provide the lawyer’s presence during the individual assessment of
the child, even if it does not ban it.
Training
Judges & Prosecutors
(Good practice: Court of Milan ➔ joint advocacy and judiciary training)
Justice social services
National monitoring mechanisms
Authority for Childhood and Adolescence (implementation and protection of children’s rights and
interest).
National Guarantor of the Rights of Person Detained or Deprived of personal Liberty.
See report
Milan: bar association and multi-agency protocol for liquidations
� Lengthiness of the criminal proceedings;
� in the Italian practice, lawyers have taken a marginal role in the process as if they are bearers of
an interest conflicting with that of the child. Lawyers are not seen as a vehicle for the realization
of the best interest of the child;
� excessive bureaucracy;
� a general lack of resources that seems to be the result of a general underestimation of the
juvenile law;
� economic capacity may determine the choice of the lawyer (trusted lawyers tend to be costly);
� fill the gap between lawyers’ professional culture and a person-centred approach.
See report
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